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Seneca Tragedy
Straight Line Stitch

Hey there i hope you enjoy play this song with my tab. The D# in the Pre Refrain
part 
cant be played with standard tuning cause its lower thats why its written in
brackets.

I was figuring this out to be playable on an acoustic guitar too (e guitar is
possible 
too). Most of the time you play it in barree.
Maybe transpose it to get easier chords. I hope this tabs gives you a nice
start. 
Looking forward to see some covers on youtube ;)

Used chords:
    Cm      Bb      Fm       C#      D#      G#      A#
E |--3--| |--1--| |--1--| |--4--| |--6--| |--4--| |--6--|
B |--4--| |--3--| |--1--| |--6--| |--8--| |--4--| |--6--|
G |--5--| |--3--| |--1--| |--6--| |--8--| |--5--| |--7--|
D |--5--| |--3--| |--3--| |--6--| |--8--| |--6--| |--8--|
A |--3--| |--1--| |--3--| |--4--| |--6--| |--6--| |--8--|
E |-----| |-----| |--1--| |-----| |-----| |--4--| |--6--|

This is how you can play the part before the refrain starts
     C#
E |--x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x--|
B |--x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x--|
G |--6-6-6-6-6-6-6-6-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5--|
D |--x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x--|
A |--4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4--|
E |--x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x--|

=== Verse ===
Cm                            Bb                    Cm
  Temperature is rising no disguising these cries tonight
                                    Bb
Spin the wheel this is real doesn t matter if your right

Cm             Bb                  Cm
  Lost in the shadows outside this room
              Bb                      Cm
take my last breath I would die for you

=== Pre Refrain ===
Wake me from this dream

G#           Fm      (D#)   Cm
  where everything is so unclean
                  G#          A#



Take it all away,     Take it all away...

>> C# or Pre Refrain Part (description on TOP)

=== Refrain ===
     Fm               D#
The world is crashing down on me
            C#                      D#
with every second that I breathe I hold on tight
     Fm                   D#
The world keeps crashing down on me
           C#                          D#                Fm (let ring)
with every second that I breathe, lets make this right tonight

=== Verse ===
Cm                                Bb                  Cm
  The picture is fading tired of waiting my hearts on ice
                                  Bb
Say a prayer you can swear in the end we ll burn the sky
Cm         Bb                  Cm
  Chemical silence, a violent blue
              Bb                     Cm
just hold my hand, i would die for you

=== Pre Refrain ===
Wake me from this dream

G#           Fm      (D#)   Cm
  where everything is so unclean
                  G#          A#
Take it all away,     Take it all away...

>> C# or Pre Refrain Part (description on TOP)

=== Refrain ===
     Fm               D#
The world is crashing down on me
            C#                      D#
with every second that I breathe I hold on tight
     Fm                   D#
The world keeps crashing down on me
           C#                          D#                Fm (let ring)
with every second that I breathe, lets make this right tonight

Fm, 2x Cm, D#, C#, D#

== Bridge ==
Cm                    Bb                   D#
  I ll wait until my heart starts beating again
              C#          D#
so I can make sense of it all
Cm                      Bb                         D#
  Don t know where I m going but I know where I ve been



              C#          D#
I try to make sense of it all

>> C# or Pre Refrain Part (description on TOP)

=== Refrain ===
     Fm               D#
The world is crashing down on me
            C#                      D#
with every second that I breathe I hold on tight
     Fm                   D#
The world keeps crashing down on me
           C#                          D#
with every second that I breathe, lets make this right

=== Refrain ===
     Fm               D#
The world is crashing down on me
            C#                         D#
with every second that I breathe just hold on tight
     Fm                   D#
The world keeps crashing down on me
           C#                          D#                Fm (let ring)
with every second that I breathe, lets make this right tonight


